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Seniors

- Do we have any updates on graduation?
  - Graduation has been postponed. Please provide any feedback [here](#).
- I have a question related to seniors - how does this change the way we complete our senior checklist?
  - There will be more information for graduating students in the coming weeks including the process for the graduation check-list.
- Will NU-Q be able to support Egyptians in applying for a visa when returning for graduation?
  - NU-Q will continue to support students seeking a visa; however, the final decision on these issues is with the Qatari government.
- Will NU-Q fund a graduate’s flight back to Qatar for graduation?
  - It is under consideration.
- What happens with QF financial aid? How do recipients start paying it off (graduates)?
  - Financial aid is provided by QF and operated by them. Their current practice is that students have six months to seek employment. We do not know if they will make any changes to this policy.